2012-13 Under 18 Female Championships
Playing Conditions – Appendices

Appendix 1 - Maximum Overs for Medium and Pace Bowlers
1) Definitions
i)

Bowling Type: Bowlers of medium pace or faster (as determined by the umpires and
broadly defined as one to whom the wicket-keeper would normally stand back, or one
who is not considered a slow bowler). The umpires shall immediately notify the
captains of both sides of each bowler who they determine should be treated
differently to this broad definition.

ii)

Players Age: The player’s age shall be determined as their age on 31 August
preceding each cricket season (ie. Under-19 players will be 17 or 18 on 31 August;
Under-17 players will be 15 or 16 on 31 August etc.) and the appropriate bowling
limitations shall apply for the entire season.

2) Notification
a) The team captain must indicate to the umpires on the team sheet each player to whom
this playing condition applies and indicate their age.
3) Bowling Limitations
a) Bowling limitations apply at the following ages:
i)

Under-19:
(1) A maximum spell of eight (8) consecutive overs.
(2) A maximum daily allocation of twenty (20) overs.

ii)

Under-17:
(1) A maximum spell of six (6) consecutive overs.
(2) A maximum daily allocation of sixteen (16) overs.

iii) Under-15:
(1) A maximum spell of five (5) consecutive overs.
(2) A maximum daily allocation of ten (10) overs.
iv) Under-14:
(1) A maximum spell of four (4) consecutive overs.
(2) A maximum daily allocation of eight (8) overs.
4) Length of Break
a) The break between spells for a Two Day match is to be a minimum of 60 minutes
(including the lunch and tea interval and any unscheduled breaks in play).
b) The break between spells for Twenty20 and One Day matches is to be a minimum of 30
minutes (including the lunch interval and any unscheduled breaks in play).
c) A bowler who has bowled a spell of less than the maximum spell permitted for their age
(defined in 3(a) above)
d) A bowler may resume bowling prior to the completion of the necessary break, but this will
be considered an extension of the same spell and the maximum spell limit for that age of
player shall still apply. Following the completion of the extended spell, the normal break
of 60 minutes between spells will apply and the break within the spell is disregarded.
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e) If a change of innings occurs, and a bowler commences bowling in the new innings within
60 minutes of bowling in the previous innings, this will be considered an extension of the
same spell and the maximum spell limit and daily limits for that age of player shall still
apply.
f)

If any interval or interruption in play results in an over not being completed, then that part
of the over bowled after the break shall constitute one over for the purposes of calculating
the bowler’s spell and daily limits. If this over is completed at the start of a new day’s
play, the over shall be considered the first over of a new spell for that bowler and the first
over of the new daily limits.

5) Change of Bowling Type
a) Where a bowler changes between medium pace (or faster) and slow bowling during a
day’s play:
i)

if the bowler begins with medium pace (or faster), the bowler is subject to the playing
condition throughout the day.

ii)

if the bowler begins with slow bowling and changes to medium pace (or faster), the
playing condition applies from the time of the change, and all overs of slow bowling
bowled prior to the change shall not be taken into account in either the current spell
or the daily limit.

6) Management
a) It is the responsibility of the fielding captain to ensure that this playing condition is upheld.
b) If the umpires become aware of breaches of this playing condition, when the ball is dead,
they shall direct the captain to take the bowler off forthwith. If applicable, the over shall be
completed by another bowler who shall have neither bowled the previous over nor be
allowed to bowl the next over.
c) Should a dispute or uncertainty regarding the application of this playing condition occur
during play, the umpires shall make the final decision on its application based on
information available from the scorers or other sources.
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Appendix 2 - Bonus Point System
1) 1 bonus point for any team that achieves victory with a run rate 1.25 times that of the
opposition.
2) 1 additional bonus point for any team that achieves victory with a run rate 2.00 times that of
the opposition; ie. 2 bonus points are achieved – 1 bonus point for victory with a run rate 1.25
times that of the opposition and 1 additional bonus point for victory with a run rate 2.00 times
that of the opposition.
3) A team’s run rate will be calculated by reference to the number of runs scored divided by the
number of overs faced.
4) Where a side is all out, the number of overs to be used is the maximum number of overs that
side was otherwise eligible to face.
5) Where matches are shortened and targets revised through the Duckworth/Lewis system,
bonus run rates and bonus defensive targets are derived as a function of the revised target
score and maximum overs.
NB:

For the team batting second to gain 1 bonus point the victory must be achieved by the
end of the 40th over (or in a reduced overs match the number of balls as set by the
calculation of the total number of balls).
For the team batting second to gain 2 bonus points the victory must be achieved by the
end of the 25th over (or in a reduced overs match the number of balls as set by the
calculation of the total number of balls).
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Appendix 3 – Procedure for the Super Over
In all Twenty20 matches in which the scores are equal (ie. either the number of runs scored or as a result of
the Duckworth Lewis calculation), the result shall be determined through a tiebreaker called the “Super
Over”. The Super Over involves each team facing one 6-ball over.
The following procedure will apply should the provision for a Super Over be adopted in any match.
1.

Subject to ground, weather or light conditions the Super Over will take place on the scheduled day
of the match at a time to be determined by the umpires. In normal circumstances it shall
commence 10 minutes after the conclusion of the match.

2.

30 minutes extra time (taken from the start of the Super Over) is allocated to complete the Super
Over. Should play be delayed prior to or during the Super Over, once the playing time lost exceeds
the 30 minutes, the Super Over shall be abandonded.

3.

The Super Over will take place on the pitch allocated for the match (the designated pitch) unless
otherwise determined by the umpires in consultation with the ground authority.

4.

The umpires shall stand at the same end as that which they finished the match.

5.

In both innings of the Super Over, the fielding side shall choose which end to bowl from.

6.

Only nominated players in the main match may participate in the Super Over. Should any player
(including the batter and bowler) be unable to continue to participate in the Super Over due to
injury, illness or other wholly acceptable reasons, the Laws and Playing Conditions for the main
match shall apply.

7.

Any ‘penance’ time being served in the main match shall be carried forward to the Super Over.

8.

Each team’s over is played with the same fielding restrictions as those that are in place for the last
over in the match.

9.

The team batting second in the match will bat first in the Super Over.

10. The fielding captain or their nominee shall select the ball with which they wish to bowl their over in
the Super Over from the box of spare balls provided by the umpires. Such box is to include the
balls used in the main match, but no new balls. The team fielding first in the Super Over shall have
first choice of ball. The team fielding second may choose to use the same ball as chosen by the
team bowling first. If the ball needs to be changed, then the playing conditions for the main match
shall apply.
11. The loss of two wickets in the over ends the team’s one over innings.
12. In the event of the teams having the same score after the Super Over has been completed, if the
original match was a tie under the D/L method, clause 14 below immediately applies. Otherwise,
the team whose batter hit the most number of boundaries combined from its two innings in both the
main match and the Super Over shall be the winner.
13. If the number of boundaries hit by both teams is equal, the team whose batter scored more
boundaries during its innings in the main match (ignoring the Super Over) shall be the winner.
14. If still equal, a count-back from the final ball of the Super Over shall be conducted. The team with
the higher scoring delivery shall be the winner. If a team loses two wickets during its over, then any
unbowled deliveries will be counted as dot balls. Note that for this purpose, the runs scored from a
delivery is defined as the total teams runs scored since the completion of the previous legitimate
ball, i.e. including any runs resulting from a wide ball, a no ball or penalty runs.
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Appendix 4 – One Day & Twenty20 Match Wide Markings
Wide markings must be the same width as the crease markings and extend backwards from the
popping crease to the bowling crease.
The distance of 17 inches (43.18cm) shall be measured from the inside edge of the wide marking
to the inside edge of the return crease.

17” (43.18cm)
from the inside
edge of the
wide marking
to the inside
edge of the
return crease.
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